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INT/TF/791458965
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Bertram
Name redacted
This is to inform you that we have officially been appointed by the Santa Cruz First
Instance Court No. 5 on Friday the 12th of March at 09:23, to deal with the finalisation of
payout for the compensation awarded to you for the amount of 32,000 Euros.
Although payment issuance had been authorized by the Courts; it does now require
dealing with certain legalities in order for you to receive your transfer to your UK
account due to the new Brexit regulations.
The UK leaving the EU has now created a significant shock for the International Banking
system and for the Banking and financial services industry. The regulatory and legal
framework that governs Banks and other financial institutions operating in, or
transacting with, the UK is now a lot more complex and requires adhering to certain
legalities and protocols.
As the UK has now lost its frictionless access to the EU, and the proposed system of
mutual recognition only works insofar the EU and the UK have had to arrange for
equivalence frameworks to be put in place and allow it to declare a third country's
regulatory and supervisory regimes equivalent for relevant purposes.
The decision for our firm to intervene was made by the Courts to avoid lengthy drawn
out processes and to insure that Brexit regulations are dealt with efficiently and without
any complications.
Our company underwrites such activities and shall deal with all the intricacies for a swift
and conclusive finalisation.

As trustees, we have the legal status to present all kinds of extraordinary Government
payouts using our digital signature for immediate attention of the presiding on duty
Judge.
Our lawyers are now liaising with the Courts and dealing with Brexit formalities and
expect to receive the final documents from them tomorrow by midday.
As soon as Brexit protocols have been dealt with the Court Funds office shall issue
payment to George and Catherine Bertram directly without any third party involved.
Please be advised that our remuneration fees for underwriting such cases are 4% and
will be only invoiced upon your safe receipt of compensations. Once compensation has
cleared to your designated UK account, we shall invoice you for you to kindly make that
payment.
We trust the above is clear but should you have further queries do not hesitate to
contact us and our British Legal trustee Mrs. Charlotte Millington will help and assist.
Kind Regards

Victoria Fita Zeralde
Jurado
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